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Fez, Nuclear Codes Passed to Jimmy Paige

By Scoop Moore
HOUSTON—On December 9,
at the Homebrewers’ Christmas
Party, Jimmy Page was inaugurated as Grand Wazoo of the
Foam Rangers. Paige recited
the Oath of Wazness in a solemn ceremony administered by
Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia. This marked the end of a
controversial election cycle,
which, to some, cast doubts on
the legitimacy of the Foam
Rangers electoral process. In a
speech following the inauguration Paige called for solidarity
and more St. Arnold Christmas
Ale. Scalia was last seen heading to the Gingerman with the
Sly Bastards.

Membership
Dues Are Due
NOW!
See Ron Solis
To Make Your
Payment
Keep The
Brewsletter
Urquell Coming
to Your
Mailbox!

On election night, Florida was
initially counted for Mr. Paige’s
opponent by CNN, but the news
network quickly reversed itself.
With the election a statistical
dead heat, Paige’s staff and
various news and citizens
groups scrutinized the election
procedures. One group in Palm
Beach sued the Foam Rangers,
claiming that an unusual
“Butterfly Bottle Capper Ballot”
had befuddled the more inebriated voters, leading to an inaccurate tally. All of this was particularly confusing to the voting
public because Paige ran unopposed and there are no Foam
Rangers members in Florida.
Earlier in December, the Paiges

Out Of The Wazoo
By Jimmy Paige, Grand Wazoo
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s you now read this newsletter you are not mistaken.
It is the Brewsletter Urquell and
not the Onion Press. I want to
thank Sean Lamb
and Steve Moore
for taking over the
newsletter duties
and giving Dave
Cato a much deserved break. It
will be a very interesting
year
seeing what those two rogues
will think up next. If you happen
to irritate them you may find
yourself the subject of one of
their feature articles. I would not
be surprised to see myself distorted in some way already by
their bizarre Bigfoot induced
journalism.
I hope everyone had a safe and
hangover free Christmas and
New Year. We had a wonderful
Christmas party at Saint Arnold's on December 9th. Many
thanks to Brock Wagner for his

continued support of the Houston homebrew community.
Please pick up a six pack of
Saint Arnold beer especially
this month's style: Stout. You
will not only make Brock happy
but those Sly Bastards too,
whatever their names are this
week, Chuck, Michael Fitzpatrick, or Harry whatumacallit.
Despite what Steve Moore says,
I am a homebrewer and not a
guitarist playing alongside
Robert, John Paul, and Bonzo.
Yes, I am a Yankee from Portland, Maine via the Coast
Guard, but I got to Texas as
soon as I could. I look forward
to being Grand Wazoo this year,
although the Secondary habits
are hard to shake. I always feel
the urge to check out every
Spec's liquor store I may drive
by. I guess I'll always be in
search of that elusive brew. I'll
leave the grunt work to Kuyler
and Kari Doyle our new Secondary couple. I know they have
already harvested some beer

began the arduous task of moving into the Waz House. This
was made more difficult because mischievous staffers from
the departing Blackwood administration had removed all the
stairways from the building. Nevertheless the new Wazoo and
family have settled in and Mrs.
Paige has begun putting her
unique imprint on the historic
residence. Sources close to the
First Wazoo Lady have indicated
that she intends to remove the
life-sized replica of Michelangelo’s David with Bev Blackwood’s head on it and remodel
the room that reproduces Elvis
Presley’s “Jungle Room” from
Graceland .
treasures in their cross country
travels to share with everyone at
future meetings.
I guess as Wazoo I am supposed to have these grandiose
ideas for the direction the club
should move. I do not pretend to
have all the answers and I welcome input from everyone, after
all it is "our club". There is nothing like synergy and brainstorming as two brains are better than
one "most of the time". Exceptions to this rule are after pub
crawls and our
Belgian beer tasting in March. I
welcome your comments via
email or phone and I especially
want to talk with you and drink
your homebrews at our meetings.
My goals, which I hope you
share, are simple. First, continue
to educate new as well as seasoned homebrewers through
meetings, newsletters, brew-ins
and any other way possible.
Participation is needed: you will
get more from the club if you
(Continued on page 2)
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Meeting Minutes
by Kuyler and Kari Doyle (one more time since
Eric Wooten was at a meeting during the Holiday
Party) Were-Scriveners
The December 2001 meeting was actually the
Houston Homebrewers annual Holiday party. The
party took place at St. Arnold's where the taps
were open and flowing. There is not really much
to report on this meeting except that a good time
was had by all and if you missed it you missed a
good party. Once again we had a huge potluck
feast that was mighty tasty. In addition to St. Arnold's many brewers brought kegs of their own
handiwork as well. One of the best pairing of beer
with food was Jimmy Paige's porter with the fudgy
brownies. Ooh boy that was good. (Maybe the
new food committee can make some brownies for
Out Of The Wazoo (Continued from page 1)
make a difference. Get to know your beer
neighbors. Never, ever forget for one second we
are homebrewers and this is a hobby, so have fun
and don't take things seriously. Of course, if you
should drop a carboy of your best brew then you
can get angry. Try new and strange recipes, or
attempt to brew a style or beer you have not
brewed yet. You'll be surprised how much you will
learn. Second , retain possession of and host a
memorable Dixie Cup this October. Third, participate in the 2002 AHA Nationals this Spring as
much as possible. They are being held in Dallas
this time so we Texans need to show the rest of
the US why the Gulf Coast Homebrew Circuit is
always so strong.
We have a new team of officers who are eager to
get to work, especially on the 2002 Dixie Cup.
Thanks to Ron Solis our Treasurer, Eric Wooten,
Scrivener, and Bev Blackwood who as Was Waz
will also hold the dual title as Competition Coordinator. Special thanks, as always, go to Scott Birdwell for his guidance as Bozo Head of Special
Events.
We have a very busy January scheduled already
with four brew-ins hosted at club members' homes.
These events are purely voluntary but if you have
been wanting to see an all grain demonstration, or
want to start building up your inventory of entries
for upcoming competitions, there is no better opportunity. We want to focus initially on building up
our arsenal of entries for the Bluebonnet Brew Off
as entries will be due for shipping in mid-February.
This is the first Gulf Coast Homebrew Circuit contest and is a very well run contest. The Bluebonnet
has been the largest single site homebrew contest
in the US the past few years. If you win in Dallas at
the Bluebonnet you'll have bragging rights.

Starting January 6th Joe Lindsey will have a brewin in Santa Fe. I had promised Debbie Lindsey I
would keep Joe out of trouble while she is out of
Blah blahty blø blaaaah town and judging from Joe's brewing schedule this
blah-blah blahnkity blah month I will have no problems.
bluh blahty blahty blah.

the January meeting to go with Jimmy's new batch
of porter he is bringing!)
There was a bit of unfinished Dixie Cup business to
take care of. Guy Munster was not around during
the awards ceremony and missed his big award.
Therefore, Guy Munster was awarded his Best of
Show plaque for his Agave Mead. Guy was also
nice enough to bring a growler of his mead to share
with us all.
The annual changing of the guard went off
smoothly. Bev finally had to pass on the beloved
fez to our new Waz Jimmy. Jimmy, in turn, passed
on the Chain of Command (all 60 bottle openers) to
Kuyler, our new secondary fermenter. After that the
party continued with drinking, eating, drinking, talking and more drinking. Hope you all had a good
time!
Next, Jim Youngmeyer is up on Saturday, January
12 th. The newsletter may be just getting to your
home by then so hopefully you have been reading
your email and know about this already. Bill
Widger, our Food Coordinator, will host the third
brew-in on Sunday January 20th. Lastly, on Saturday Jan. 26th, the activity returns to Joe Lindsey's
house again. Please show up by 10am if you plan
to brew at one of the hosted events. Emails will be
sent out with maps to the brew-in locations.
I know a lot of people cannot travel with their brew
equipment to another club member's home. That is
ok, but you can still pick up more brewing tips by
attending a brew-in even if you don't brew. There is
nothing more boring than brewing alone. The time
goes by much faster when you have a brewing
partner(s). Some Rangers have "big rig" brewing
systems that will easily brew 10-15 gallons at once.
Ask around, maybe you can split a batch with
someone.
I love to brew on weekends and I live out on 290 by
Highway 6. Anyone living nearby who wants to
brew here at my house some weekend, just let me
know. If you ever have any questions about brewing you can call one of the Brewer Volunteers listed
in the newsletter. I hope my name has been added.
If not, you can reach me at 281-894-0307 home, or
713-603-2512 pager, and email
hop5@ewarp.net.
The regular club brew-in outside Defalcos will be
held on January 12th with Joe Lindsey brewing a
stout or cream ale. Joe may get lonely out front so
drop by and join him if you are already not planning
on being at Jim Youngmeyer's house that Saturday. Before I forget, I want to thank Dave Capolarello for brewing a stout outside Defalcos last
month. English Dave will share his beer with us in
February.
There are many more upcoming brewing events
which, I am sure, Bev will provide better details
than I. However, there is still time to make up an
American Barleywine for the KGB's Big batch contest in June. Entries are due May 25 th so get your
(Continued on page 7)
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Beer Of The Month
By Kuyler Doyle,
Secondary Fermenter

I

would like to thank you all for giving me the opportunity of being
your humble servant of beer. As
your new Secondary Fermenter, I will do my best
to obtain some unique beers for your tasting enjoyment. The last two secondaries have done
great jobs at finding a good amount of diverse
beers that we have all enjoyed over the last two
years. I would like to continue in that tradition as
well. So what am I going to do differently? For
one thing, I would like to encourage participation
by YOU! If you have any homebrew that you
would like to share that fits in the B.O.M. category,
then let me know and bring it to the meeting. If
you are going on any excursions across the country or the globe, I also encourage you to bring
back beers that are not available in Houston. If
you need any pointers, just let me know beforehand and we can figure out some good ones to
search out. As far as the beer itself, I will try to
have classic examples of the style from its country
of origin and then demonstrate how American microbreweries interpret the style and what further
experimentation has occurred with the original
style. Also, I would like to go through the beers
according to their BJCP categories. I will include
the BJCP style guidelines for each subcategory of
beer followed by the listings of the commercial
beer in each category. You can then taste the
beers and see how well the beers fit the guidelines. This is great practice for honing those tasting skills for beer judging or for taking the BJCP
exam!
Now, onto the beers of the Month: Porters and
Stouts! As you know, these are the very dark
beers that go down easily on a chilly night
(whenever that happens in Houston). Porters
were originally being brewed in the 1720’s in England. As history tells it, the original porters were
actually called “Entire” which designated the mixture of three beers to produce the one beer. This
beverage caught on with the porters of the day
and the name started designating the beers in the
1740’s. The popularity of porters in England
caught on in the neighboring islands and Guinness
also became a producer of porters. In 1799, Guinness decided to brew nothing but porters and had
three varieties – one designated with a single “X”,

one with the double X, and a third stronger variety
which was exported to the Caribbean Islands. In
1820 Guinness started designating the double X
variety “Extra Stout Porter” and the name was
born! The stronger version was later called
“Foreign Extra Stout.” After World War I, the Guinness stout started outselling the porter and the
porter was dropped from the line in 1974.
Back in Britain the stouts also caught on in the
1800’s. The British took the stout style in new
directions by fortifying it with sugar (frequently milk
sugar) or oatmeal creating new types of stout, the
sweet (or cream) stout and the oatmeal stout. The
British also started exporting a stronger version of
their beer to the Baltic region which found favor in
the Russian Imperial Court, thereby producing the
Russian Imperial stout. It was during World War I
when porters started dying out in Britain. The government imposed energy restrictions which made
it too expensive for maltsters to roast their grains.
This was not imposed on the Irish and they continued to create porters and stouts. The porter did
not return to England until the 1980’s.
Porter has now evolved into two distinct styles, the
brown porter and the robust porter. Brown porters
typically have a mild to moderate roasty character
and are softer in flavor and lower in alcohol than
robust porters. The balance is more towards malt
than hops. However, these beers do have more
substance and roasty character than brown ales.
We will be tasting Fuller’s London porter, Flag
Porter, and Portland Cream Porter as examples of
this style.

BOTM
Calendar
January
Porter and Stout
February
Barleywine
Holiday Beer

and

March
Belgian and Fruit
Beer
April
Brown, Old,
Scotch Ale

and

May
Bock
June
Wheat Beer
July
Pilsner and Kolsch
August
Pale Ale and Bitter

The robust porter is just that – robust with more
roasty characteristics bringing out a chocolate or
coffee flavor with a sharpness from the roasted
grain. Hops are more prominent in this style and
hop flavor can vary in the style. Examples of this
will be Deschutes Black Butte Porter, Anchor Porter, and Sierra Nevada Porter.
Further experimentation with dark beers has led to
the addition of coffee, chocolate, fruit, and smoke
to the beers. The smoky Alaskan Porter is now
considered by many as a classic beer which is the
perfect complement to smoked salmon. We were
fortunate enough to hear Ray Daniels discussion
of smoked beers at the Dixie Cup in October and
try his smoked porter. We will be trying Alaskan
Porter side by side with two other porters that include peat smoked malt to add complexity to their
(Continued on page 4)

The Business Of Beer
Boston Beer Company Introduces Samuel Adams Jelly Donut IPA
Boston, MA—The Boston Beer Co, brewers the Samuel Adams line of beers premiered their
latest seasonal offering, Samuel Adams Jelly Donut IPA, a highly hopped ale brewed with
Krispy Kreme Raspberry Jelly Donuts. Boston Beer Company founder Jim Koch calls the new
beer to be "the prefect melding of aromatic hops from the Pacific Northwest and fine pastry
from the South".

September
Oktoberfest
October
Dixie Cup
November
Amber Ale
and IPA
December
Homebrewers'
X-mas Party
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Foam Rangers
Calendar
Febrewary
3 1st Sunday Pub Visit
at ???
9 Brew-In at DeFalco’s
with Ron Solis
15 Club Meeting
23 Bluebonnet Brew-off
early entry deadline
28-30 Real Ale Festival in
Chicago (Road trip!)
March
3 1st Sunday Pub Visit at
Brenham Brewery
9 Brew-In at DeFalco’s
15 Club Meeting
9-10 Bluebonnet BrewOff Judging in DFW
16-17 Bluebonnet BrewOff Judging in DFW
22-23 Bluebonnet BrewOff Wilson World Hotel
Irving, TX
April
7 1st Sunday Pub Visit
13 Brew-In at DeFalco’s
with Mr. Excitement
19 Club Meeting
19-28 AHA National
Competition 1st Round
Judging
22 Sunshine Challenge
Entry Deadline
May
4 AHA National Homebrew Day Big Brew
Brew-in at St. Arnold
Brewing (??)
5 1st Sunday Pub Visit
11 Brew-In at DeFalco’s
17 Club Meeting
17-19 Sunshine Challenge XIII Orlando, FL
??? Jennings Homebrew Rendezvous
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Competition Corner
By Bev Blackwood
Dallas delenda est!

T

ruly, words to live by. Don't
get me wrong... I am a friendly
competitor, I favor peaceful cooperation, clubs working together to
promote the hobby.
However,
when it comes time to compete, all
that should leave the room and we
should be out to leave the yeast of
our foes drying in the sun and for us to hear the
wailing and lamentations of their brewers as we
depart, medals in hand.
We cannot do that without BEER. Not just to drink,
but to enter in competitions from coast to coast.
How do we GET the beer we need? We BREW it.
Already our Grand Wazoo has been working to
have someone brewing every weekend, and hopefully we will be seeing the fruits of our labors at
both meetings and in the competitive realm.

April, The Sunshine Challenge in May and Dixie
Cup in October. We also have our fellow Houston
brewers to prepare for, with the Big Batch already
commanding our attention with the big barleywine
competition this year and the annual Rendezbrew
get together in July/August.
But wait! There's MORE! We've got a passel of
MCAB competitions to ship brews off to and this
year's AHA Nationals are being held in Irving this
summer, giving us an incentive to ship our best
brews to the AHA Nationals in the months ahead.
We have also been invited to participate in the Nationals hospitality suite and the event itself.
I can testify that the Nationals are a fun event to
attend and one any serious homebrewer should
give consideration to joining.
So keep your eyes on the prize(s) and remember
that the Foam Rangers have a reputation as being
one of the nation's premiere homebrew clubs. We
have more fun than anyone, we make better beer
than anyone and we take a backseat to no one.

By the way, a belated congratulations to Joe
Lindsey for his world class American style BarleyThis year, more so than any other in recent mem- wine which took Best of Show in St. Louis in Deory will require a lot of effort on our part to fully cember. He also took 2nd place in the same style.
participate. We have the traditional four competi- Look out KGB! Kari and Kuyler also took a 3rd with
tions to brew for: The Bluebonnet in late February their Ned Flanders Red ale in the same competition.
and early March, The Crescent City Challenge in Way to go!

Event

Entry Deadline

Pack ‘n’ Ship
Date

Info

Boston Homebrew
Competition

Friday, Feb. 1

Thursday, Jan. 24

http://www.wort.org/bhc.html

Kansa City Biermeisters Homebrew Competition

Saturday, Feb. 2

Thursday, Jan. 24

http://kcbiermeisters.org/
2002comp/2002comp.html

Beer Of The Month (Continued from page 3)
beers, Stone Brewing’s (of Arrogant Bastard
fame) Smoked Porter and Bert Grant’s Perfect
Porter.
What distinguishes a porter from a stout is the
use of roasted barley in a stout and the character
that it adds. There are five members of the stout
family: dry stout, sweet stout, oatmeal stout, foreign extra stout, and Russian Imperial stout. Dry
stouts are characterized by their coffee aroma
and sharpness from use or roasted grains giving
that dry sensation. We will have Guinness Extra
Stout, Steelhead (Mad River Brewing) Extra
Stout, and Pike’s XXXXX Stout as examples.
Sweet stouts balance the roasty bitterness of the
beer with a sweet finish. There is typically less
hops in this style to allow for the malty sweetness
to come out and fruity esters from yeast can also
be present in this beer. As examples of this style
we will be sampling Mackeson’s XXX Stout and
St. Arnold’s Stout.

Oatmeal stouts are typically between the dry
and sweet stouts on the sweetness scale.
The addition of oats to the grain gives an
added smooth character to the beer in addition to a nutty flavor that adds complexity to
the coffee notes from the roasted grain. We
will be trying Young’s Oatmeal Stout as an
example of the style.
Foreign Extra Stout styles are higher in alcohol than typical stouts and are characterized
by their roasty and fruity flavors and are typically quite sweet. As an example of this
style, we have Caribe’s Royal Extra Stout
from Trinidad (thanks to Terry Schultz).
The Russian Imperial stout is characterized by an
intensely roasty character in aroma and flavor
balanced by dark fruit character from the yeast
esters. A strong alcohol presence is also detected in these beers. We will sample Samuel
(Continued on page 7)
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Foam Ranger Picture Page

Bev and Jimmy before the transfer of the Fez
The Birdwells enjoy the Christmas Party

The Christmas party brings out some old timers —
John Adams and Buck Wyckoff
Jimmy, Bev and Kuyler discuss what carols they’ll sing next

Janet prays that Tom won’t wear that stupid T-shirt to the
next Christmas Party

Hangin’ at Bradleys —eveyone say HEYNE!
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Drunk RA’s Psychic Predictions For 2002
A long time ago, in 1995, the Foam Rangers discovered
that they could channel the spirit of an ancient Atlantean
brewer named Drunk Ra who would enlighten them with
his timeless mystic wisdom. Some say it was because
the movie, Evening Star, had leased the old Robinhood
location before DeFalco’s and Shirley MacLaine sometimes took her meals there. Others think it was because
they drank a powerful magic potion known as Barley-

wine. Last month, Titanic Bob, the Putz and the Sly
Bastards went to the Barleywine Festival in Dunedin
Florida where they proceeded to not only set up a channel to Drunk Ra, they upgraded it to a broadband connection. This is the result. Please remember that these
predictions are for entertainment only and are not approved by that woman on TV with the fake Jamaican accent.

Drunk Ra’s Predictions For 2002
1. The club will consist mostly of beer-bellied white guys.
2. No one from the Crescent City Homebrewers will be able to judge Best of Show at the Dixie Cup because they will be too
drunk.
3. DFW Area homebrewers will congratulate selves on a well-run Bluebonnet.
4. DFW Area Homebrewers will congratulate selves on a well-run AHA Nationals.
5. Former Grand Wazoo Bev Blackwood will embark on a new career as Gangsta Rapper, Ice Bock.
6. Joe Lindsey will win the Big Batch Brew Bash.
7. Alison and Scott Birdwell will become the proud parents of a daughter who they will name Condoleeza
8. The Foam Rangers’ Grand Wazoo will be impeached, but not relieved of his duties until the next election.
9. Beasts ferocious from hunger will swim across rivers.
10. A Houston area brewpub will close.

This Month In Foam Ranger History
By Sean Lamb

10 Years Ago...
In The Brewsletter– The January brewsletter
was a total mess, with strange page numbering
and other oddities. Someone contributed label
artwork—”Brother Swaggart’s Crusin’ Cream Ale
(I Don’t Like to Drink it, I just Like to Watch)”. A strange numbered “Beer in Review” article wound through the BU listing the
answers to questions posed earlier in the year—”3. What’s the
worst beer you’ve had this year?” with responses like “Chris
Todd’s Lactic Disaster” and “Dead Cat Alley Lager from L.A.”
The Club Meeting-Was held at “Local’s” bar at 3016 White
Oak Dr. in the Heights. Elections were held—and Lou Carranante was re-elected to Grand Wazoo, Sean Markham and Tom
Witanek became co-Secondaries, Dave Diehl was elected
Scrivener. Dean Doba’s IPA was voted to go to the AHA “Hale
to Ale” Club competition.
Other Events-No other events noted.

5 Years Ago...
In The Brewsletter– Mr. Mike Gans wrote a letter to the BU
editor regarding a story published in the Southwest Brewing
News and stating how he was “inflamed” and complaining
about being asked by someone “down there known as the Stupid Toad” asking him if his beer sucked and stating that it was
requirement for Foam Ranger membership. David Odom
(Brewsletter Editor?) replied, disagreeing with Mr. Gans' statement that “It seems that the Foam Rangers don't give a shit”.
Steve Moore called for involvement in a “Foam Improvement”
special interest group to start meeting at his house to work out
the kinks in their brewing. A whole page of the BU was devoted to listing the beers either on tap at the 8 brewpubs and
available from St. Arnolds.
The Club Meeting-The meeting was held at St. Arnold brewery
on Saturday, the 25th. Somehow Steve Moore was elected
Grand Wazoo, Steve Capo was elected Secondary fermenter,
Andy Thomas became Scrivener and Tom Witanek became
Purser. The beer of the month was Barleywine—a sample of a
test batch of was provided by Mr. Brock Wagner.
Other Events-The Foam Rangers web site was updated to it’s
glorious present state by “Duke of URL” Beto Zuniga. The
Foam Improvement meeting was held on the 1st of Febrewary,
so no other events were noted.
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Out Of The Wazoo (Continued from page 2)
best barleywine recipes in the kettle so they will mature in time
for June.
Some of you may recall Rick Kelley's (President of the Bay
Area Society of Homebrewers -BASH in Corpus Christi) visit to
our meeting several months ago. Rick described plans for their
annual beer blow out party, akin to the ones past in Jennings,
LA. They will hold the 1st Annual BASHTARD on February
22nd and 23rd in Port Aransas. Please check their web site at
http://bash.trip.net It should be a funtastic and liquid
filled event.
Steve Moore has researched a corporate deal with Land's End
clothiers wherein our club logo can be embroidered on any
Land's End catalog items. Steve will be talking more about this
at the general meeting on the 18th. So far, sounds like a great
way to get our badge on sturdy brewware.
I want to encourage members to share their brewing and beer
experiences with newsletter submissions. They can be about
any beer related topic such as an out of state pub visit, attendance to a homebrew contest or brewery, or sighting of UFO's
while traveling down Highway 290 after a pub visit. I'd rather
see our Brewsletter get the real scoop instead of the National
Enquirer. Articles can be as short as a couple of paragraphs
and remember photos always speak a thousand words.
One additional item before S&S cut me off, James Hudec is up
and running at the Brenham Brewery. If you are on Highway
290 drop by and see him. He may even put you to work but the
beer is excellent and worth the trip. We will plan on visiting the
Brenham Brewery in March during 1st Sunday. Look for his

beers on tap at the Mucky Duck and Hans' Bier House. As a
reminder, the February 1st Sunday visit will be on the 3rd at
Two Rows.
I hope you all have a fun and safe January brewing month.
Beer Of The Month (Continued from page 4)
Smith’s Imperial Stout and North Coast’s Old Rasputin.
And for dessert we have various interpretations of the addition
of chocolate and coffee to porters and stouts. First off, we
have the Tommyknocker Cocoa porter followed by Rogue’s
Chocolate Stout. Thanks to Waz Jimmy Paige we have Redhook’s Double Black Stout (with Starbuck’s espresso). We will
also have homebrewed porters and stouts on hand so it should
be a good meeting to kick of the new year!

Brewer Assistance
Need help brewing? Contact one of the following folks. Use
some common sense and respect stated time restrictions
Kehn Bacon 281.420.5096 Before 11:00 PM
Bev Blackwood 713.432.1248 (H) 713.972-4832 (M) Before 11:00PM
Joe Lindsey 409.925.4664 (H) 409.763.2386 (W)
Steve Moore 713.923.2412 Before 11:00 PM
Ron Solis 281-324-7157 Before 9:30 PM
Jim Youngmeyer 713.667.0455 (H) 713.267.5108 (W) Before 9:30 PM
DeFalco’s 713.668.9440 During business hours

These
Businesses
Support
the
Foam
Rangers!
Please
Support
them
Back!
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THE HOUSTON FOAM RANGERS
HOMEBREW CLUB
Brewsletter Office
8715 Stella Link Rd.
Houston, TX 77025-3401

I Want To Be Somebody!
Sign Me up To Become a Member of the Houston Foam Rangers Homebrew Club!
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Home Phone

Work Phone

Email Address
Amount Paid

New Membership

Renewal

Membership Fees (per year) $20 Individual/ $30 family
Paid Before January 1

$18.00/$27.00 (Pay early and save $$$!!!)

Paid between January 1 and March 31

$20.00/$30.00

Paid Between April 1 and June 30

$17.50/$26.25

Paid Between July 1 and Sept. 30

$15.00/$22.50

Paid Between October 1 and November 30

$20.00/$30.00 (Includes the next year!!)

Please make your checks payable to The Foam Rangers
Bring this form to the next club meeting, drop it off in person at DeFalco’s, or send it to:
The Foam Rangers
8715 Stella Link Road
Houston, TX 77025-3401

Change of Address

